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Purpose 

'Without Prejudice?' A thematic inspection of police race relations in Scotland was commissioned 
and published as a result of the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry Report, The purpose of this report is to 
advise the Social Inclusion Committee of the main recommendations contained within the inspection 
as they impact on the Council particularly in terms of good practice 

Background 

As a result of the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry the Scottish Executive announced there would be a need 
for a Scottish response to the recommendations. Part of that response was an agreement to produce 
this inspection report. Please note the report will be available in the Members Library. 

The specific terms of reference for the inspection were as follows 
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To examine the policing of a multi-racial society by the Scottish police service, making 
observations where relevant in respect of other minority groups. 
To highlight good practice, and where appropriate, make recommendations that will improve 
professional standards, quality of service and public confidence. 
To establish how the police service can better meet the expectations of a multi-racial society and 
how local groups and individuals can assist this process. 

During the course of the inspection a number of issues came to light which were either not directly 
within the powers of Chief Constables to address or where other agencies might be better placed to 
take either a leading or supporting role, but they did take a view and mentioned this in their report 

The report contains 18 recommendations and 12 suggestions, many of which could be taken on 
board by the Council in terms of good practice. 

Main Issues 

The following list represents issues highlighted in the inspection report recommendations where 
lessons can be learned fkom a Council perspective and where these issues have a wider application 
with the broad equal opportunities agenda. HMIC recommend that: 

0 Chief Constables liaise with the Scottish Executive and others to establish and publish 
identification categories under which the ethnicity of victims, offenders and others will be 
classified for statistical purposes. 
New race relations policies and procedures should be audited on a regular basis to ensure 
compliance 

0 
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Forces record their consultation activity as a performance indicator, to include not only events 
held but more importantly issues raised and solutions found as a result of the process. 
Chief constables initiate consideration of jointly agreed partnership protocols and joint 
performance measures with partners to ensure that effective use is being made of multi-agency 
working 
Forces examine their documentation for recording and monitoring racist incidents to ensure that 
the term 'racist' is used. 
All forces review their prisoner management guidelines and the training of staff undertaking 
custody duties. This should include the religious, dietary and welfare needs of prisoners. 
This action in terms of Council services, has particular relevance for both staff and customer 
needs in schools, community and leisure centres, staff restaurants and of course in day centres 
and residential units for children, adults and older people for example. 
All forces review their processes for support and mentoring of black and ethnic minority staff. 
Chief constables agree and publish an action plan for early implementation of the National Equal 
Opportunities Training Strategy 
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3.2 The following issues are raised from the suggestions contained on the report. HMIC suggested that: 
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Personnel identified as having specific roles should have these provided as part of their job 
descriptions 
Association of Chief Police Officers in Scotland (ACPOS) liaise with the Convention of Local 
Authorities (COSLA) and the Scottish Executive in order to determine whether effective 
partnership working can be encouraged by more central guidance and direction. 
Chief constables ensure that suitable arrangements are in place to record and address racist 
incidents where police officers and staff members are victims. 
Forces consider whether there is a need to support victims of racist crimes and how this can be 
managed in a pragmatic and positive manner. 
Chief constables actively engage with the Scottish Executive in an effort to establish a more 
effective framework for the provision of interpreting services. 
Chief constables address the concerns of staff by providing concise training designed to give 
them an understanding of acceptable terms of address and appropriate cultural sensitivities 
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3.3 Other issues raised within the body of the report that could be seen as good practice include: 
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Any action plans produced as a result of this review should have clear and timed outcomes 
Anti-racism work should form part of the community safety agenda 
Forces need to communicate policies, strategies and action plans effectively within staff 

Benchmarking with other forces was a positive step 
Recognition that what is good practice in terms of race relations is also good practice when 
dealing with other minority groupings e.g. gay, lesbian and transgender communities 
Recognition that joint work should take place with Council departments including Education and 
other departments to promote a joint response when tackling racism in the communiv 
Information should be held on the numbers of staff from black and ethnic minority communities 
who are recruited, retained and promoted 

groupings 

4. Conclusion 

4.1 Within the report there are number of recommendations and suggestions which the Council needs to 
address in the short, medium and long term. It is recommended that the report be referred to the 
Councils Member Officer Group on Equal Opportunities for their consideration. 
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5. Recommendations 

5.1 It is recommended that the Social Inclusion Committee: 

(i) 

(ii) 

refer the above action points to the Member Officer Working Group on Equal Opportunities 
for their consideration and; 
otherwise notes the contents of this report. 

Chief Executive 
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